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UMD Statesman 
Froni The Editors . . . 
l!l this special spring issue of the UMD STATE ::C: MAN, we have attempted to 
present a " View to th e Future" of UM') , basing c u , p redict ions on events and 
conditions on campus at the present, a 1d during the past year, 
This publication is of rather an in:iescribable type-it is n ot the usua l kind 
of newspaper, nor is it a magazine or a yearbook. It might be thought of as a 
conglomerate of all three . What we have done, is tried to give an accurate pic-
ture of student life at UMD, and what student life probably will be like at our 
rapidly growing campus. The second pa ,t of our aim, is, of course, speculation, 
but w e th in k, valid spe culation. 
T o fulfill our function as a newspap ':!r we have as u sual, included stories of 
current campus news events. B esides th is, we have considered the entire campus 
in its various a spects. 
Each of the four major divisions of the college: Humanities, Social Studies, 
Education and Psychology, and Science and Mathematics, are described as a unit, 
since space is not available for a more detailed description of all the activities 
of each department- Readers will also find information on the social, organiza-
tion, and _ governmental phases of the UMD campus. 
In all these stories, the k eynote is not so much what UMP is like today, but 
rather, what it will be like , in the near or distant future . 
This issue will b e distributed to gra :luating seniors of area high schools, to 
be used as an informative guide about UMD, but the STATESMAN staff hopes 
too that this issue will be a special souvenir for the students for whom it is 
published-those attending our university today. 
ON THE COVER: Beatrice Luoma and D :m Fischer, newly e lected secretary and 
president of next year's senior class st :rnd in the vestibule of the new library, 
looking at the new student center now being built. (Photo by Wes Blasjo) 
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O Fountain Pens 
9 Typewriter Rentals 
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GROCERIES 
MAGAZINES 
l 830 East 8th St. 
Just 4 Blacks from School 
Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. ni. 
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Caught manning the Prom ticket booth in Main Hall 
this week were Prom Committee Chairmen, Bill Shimek and 
Prom committee members {left-right) 'Beatrice Luoma, Barba. 
ra Pederson, Carol Martin and Don Fischer. Prom :tickets 
will remain on sale at :this booth through 4:30 p. m. :today• 
. Prom Committee, Ends 
Year's Work Tonight 
Committee planning meetings that opened shortly after 
the fall quarter started last fall will culminate in tonight's 
presentation of Celestial Rendezvous, the 1955 Prom. 
Junior class officers for :the year, Bill :Shimek, president, 
Jerry Nelson, vice president and Beatrice Luoma found them-
selves named Prom chairman and assistant co-chairmen re. 
spectively. 
Early decisions of the committees included the choice of 
a band, and the selection of a theme and establishment of a 
ticket price. Problems of choosing a theme were ironed out 
when the committee met with the junior class this winter and 
chose Celestial Rendezvous. 
The biggest problem facing the committee was the selection 
of the band with negotiations developing between UMD and 
famous bands including Les Elgart, Ray Anthony, -Ralph Mar-
terie, Billy May and many others. Final choice for the Prom 
was Ralph Marterie, which was decided in late January, al-
though not announced until the Prom convo in early April. 
Committee Chairmen for the Prom are Bill Shimek, 
general chairman, Jerry Nelson and Beatrice Luoma, assis-
tant co-chairmen, Dick Striegel, finance, Barbara Pederson 
and Carol Martin, decorations, John Morrison, publicity, 
Clyde Nelson, entertainment, Jim Nygaard concessions, Ben-
jie Goldfarb, tickets, Tom Conroy, ticket auditor, and Don 
Fischer, arrangements. 
Noting his committee's fine work on this year's Prom, 
Chairman Shimek said today, "I wish to express my sincere 
thanks to the committee chairmen for their exceptionally 
fine efforts in making the l955 Prom a ~uccessful event-" 
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Marterie Music Shines 
Amidst Celestial Setting 
Students, faculty and University friends head toward the 
phy ed building tonight for the presentation of the 1955 
Prom, Celestial Rendezvous, with its brightest star Ralph 
Marterie leading his galaxy of musical magicians. 
Entertainment for the evening will center on dancing to 
the music of the Marterie men and the presentation of a 
special live broadcast over Duluth radio station WEBC of the 
Prom and its music to the local region. 
Highlighting the phy ed gym decorations ·wm be a model 
planet, Saturn, which will revolve in the middle of the dance 
floor. Clouds and silver stars will further the "heavenly" 
touch to the dance. 
Marterie music originates from one of the larger modern 
day dance bands which carries a complement ·of five trump-
ets, (including Ralph's) four trombones, fiv!e reeds and four 
rhythms. Also featured with the Marterie unit is vocalist 
Bill Walters• 
Concessions available at the Prom include the sale of 
soft drinks and pastries with coat checking facilities being 
available in the men's small gym. In line with University 
regulations, no corsages will be worn at the dance, 
The ticket booth in Main will remain open today from 
8:30 until 4 P· m. to accommodate any late demand for tickets 
from the students. Tickets for the Alumni were sent out 
earlier this month. Ticket prices remain at $3.50 as previously 
announced. 
Prom committee members urged that all students turn 
out tonight for the Prom which is traditionally the top social 
event of the school year. Voicing the committee members' 
sentiment, Prom Chairman Bill Shimek sent the following 
comment to the students, "Come one, come all, and enjoy 
yourself." 
.RALPH MARTERIE 
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Visiting Officers ~eview ROTC Wesley Group ! 
Awards Given Seven Cadets Installs Sunday 
Seven awards and decorations were given outstanding UMD air force ROTC 
cadets at ceremonies during annual parade and review of the corps on the UMD 
football field Tuesday. 
The citations were a feature of a visit by inspecting officers in Duluth for 
several days. The party visited AF ROTC classes and reviewed the corps activity, 
A wards were given in the following 
order: 
Chicago Tribune medal to Cadet Air-
man 3/ c Nick J. Papas, Duluth, present-
ed by Lt. Colonel LaBarre, to the basic 
course cadet having a record of high 
proficiency in academic, social and mili. 
tary activities. 
Provost medal of merit to Cadet Lt• 
Col. Grant J. Merritt, Duluth, by Dr. 
Raymond W. Darland, UMD provost, 
for demonstrated qualities of leader-
ship and meritorious conduct in serv-
ice of the corps. 
Ameri.can Legion medal, David 
Wisted post, to Cadet Capt. Robert A. 
Juneo, Duluth, by Charles B. Diers, 
post Americanism committee chairman, 
to the advanced course cadet showing 
exceptional aptitude in administering 
practical application of troop leader-
ship principles. 
American Legion medal, Zenith 
City post, to Cadet Airman, 1/C Ron-
ald A, Iwasko, Cloquet, by Harry H. 
Palmer, post Americanism committee 
chairman to the basic course cadet 
demonstrating aptitude for troop lead. 
ership. · 
Duluth Chamber of Commerce avia-
tion medal to Cadet Master Sgt. Ralph 
D. Miller, Duluth, by Palmer N. Heg-
vold, Duluth Chamber of Commerce 
president, in behalf of the Chamber 
aviation committee to . the advanced 
course cadet electing flight training 
in officer grade and demonstrating out-
standing aptitude for that career. 
Sons of the American Revolution 
medal to Cadet Major Harry H. Hag-
enbrock by Sen. Gordon H. Butler, to 
the advanced course cadet having a 
high scholastic record and displaying 
highest qualities of patriotism and citi. 
zenship endeavor. 
Republic Air Power award to Cadet 
Staff Sgt, David G. Stickney. Duluth, 
by Miss Sharon Seiger, Duluth, "Sweet-
heart ofthe Corps," for outsanding 
communicative achievement. 
FINAL EDITION 
This Annual edition of fhe 
STATESMAN /culmiina:lies a year 
of publication and will be the 
final ;issue of ihe scihool year. 
Graduate Named 
Assistant Law Dean 
Af Northwestern U 
A former UMD student has been ap-
pointed assistant dean of the school of 
law at Northwestern university. 
Dr. Ellis Livingston, assistant pro-
fessor of history and pre-law adviser 
at UMD, has received word of the ap. 
pointment of John E. Coons to the post. 
Coons, son of Mr. and Mrs. William _ 
H. Coons, formerly of Duluth and now 
of Arlington, Va•, was graduated with 
honors from UMD in 1950. He is a 
graduate of Duluth Cathedral. 
At UMD he won the American Le-
gion sch__olarship and citizenship. award 
and earned three football letters. He 
represented the "M" club on the stu-
dent council. 
Continuing his outstanding academ-
ic and extra-curricular work at North-
western, he was elected president of the 
Northwestern Junior Bar association. 
The American Law Student association 
named the Northwestern group the 
outstanding junior bar unit for the 
year 1951-52 in the U. S. for the year 
of Coons' presidency, 
Coons also was managing editor of 
the Northwestern Law Review and 
wrote important analyses- for that pub-
lication• Following his graduation · in 
1953, he entered the U. S. Army judge 
advocate's office with a direct commis-
sion as first lieutenant. 
In his new position, Coons will as. 
sist Dean Harold C. Havighurst. 
r,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 
- -- -: Attention: Men : 
- -- -: All · male students who want : 
: Form 109's (class standing for : 
- deferment purposes) sent to their -
: local boards should stop in : 
: Room 211 before end of quarter. : 
: This form must be filled out for : 
·- further extension of present -
' -. -classifications. 
J --. -
- -l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ I 
Seniors wlil be honored and the new 
Wesley Foundation Council installed 
at the snnual "Red Rose Sunday" serv-
ice on May 22 at Endion Methodist 
church. Following the morning worship 
at 10:45 a. m ., the group will hold a 
dinner at the Lincoln Hotel. 
Marion-Bottila will sing at the serv-
ice and members of Wesley will usher. 
Seniors to be honored include: Pat 
Dynneson, Ruth Ann ,Sramek, --G ant 
Merritt, Janet Bilyeu, Harriet Miller, 
Jim Brown, Ruth Fransene, Willard 
Whitman and Dick Stoner. The com-
mittee in charge comprises Beverly 
Rowe, Marge Ballou, and Phyllis Heit-
ala. 
New officers of Wesley are Bill 
Griffith, president; Virginia Hansen, 
vice president; Marcia Davidson, sec. 
retary; Larry Shumway, treasurer; and 
Lowell Eckberg, Religious Council re-
presentative. The remainder of the 





For many years unknown to the 
public, Ralph Marterie had the distinc-
tion of being "A musician's musician" 
-that is an instrumentalist appreciated 
mainly by others of his trade. Marterie, 
who brings his band to the UMD 
Prom-"Celestial Rendezvous" on May 
20, 1955, has one booster however, 
who has offered encouragement, praise, 
constructive lCriticism and general mor-
al aid, Who? Well, just another horn 
player by the name of Harry James. 
The James-Marterie relationship is 
sort of mutual back-patting associa-
tion with Ralph thinking that Harry 
is "the greatest" and vice-versa. For 
many years a top radio musician in 
Chicago, Marterie made his reputation 
among musicians while playing under 
bandleaders like Paul Whiteman, Roy 
Shields, Percy Faith, Frank Black, and 
many other top radio and music busi-
ness names. 
A further aid to taking Marterie out 
of the "musicians ·musician" class into 
the "everybody's musician" category 
were his popular recordings for Mer-
cury Records-,-records that netted Mar-
terie the citation as "one of the most 
promising and popular bandleaders of 
1951" by the disc jockeys of America. 
.. 
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Dea~line Extended 
Over 6,000 Girls Vie For 
National College Queen Title 
Asubry Park, N. J--The deadline date for receiving requests for entry 
blank forms in the third annual National College Quen contest has been extended , 
to midnight July 15, 1955, it was announced by Major George A. Smock( 2nd, 
Honorary Chairman of the contest committee. The National College Queen grand 
finals will be held here at Convention Hall over September 9-11, 1955. Free en-
t~y blank forms and complete contest information can be obtained by writing 
to: College Queen Director, Convention Hall, Asbury Park, N. J. 
Undergraduate college girls, between 
the ages of 1_7 and 24 years are eligi-
ble to enter the contest. The extension 
of the deadline date was made necessary 
due to the unexpected amount of re-
quests for entry forms to date. Over six 
thousand college girls in every state 
in the nation have request~d permis-
sion to enter the contest. 
fashion as well as the arts such as stage; 
screen and TV. 
The national college queen winner 
will receive $5,000.00 in prizes includ-
ing scholarships, a grand tour of Eur-
ope, wardrobe::i, network TV appearances 
and other valu_able utility prizes• Last 
call for entries is before school closes. 




Listed in critical condition, senior 
Kenneth Kulus was still unconscious 
in a Superior hospital following an 
accidental fall Sunday evening. 
His condition was "apparently the 
same" at this writing Tuesday evening 
according to officials at St. Mary's 
hospital in Superior. 
Kulus fell as he and his friends 
ran to thefr car during the sudden 
windstorm about 10· p. m. Sunday. A 
round piece of wood sent Kulus crash-
ing with his head striking the curb, 
according to students in the group who 
rushed him to the hospital• 
Doctors report that he suffered a 
fractured skull in the fall. 
A former president of Gamma Theta 
Phi, Kulus is a business major. His 
other campus activities include ROTC, 
Arnold Air Society and actively work-
ing with Sno-Week committees. 
The purpose of the contest is to 
select and honor the nation's most out-
standing college girl. Judgings will be 
based on scholastic attainments; extra-
curricular accomplishments; beauty; 
personality and typical college girl at-
tributes- Each entrant will compose an 
original essay on the subject, "What 
college education means to me" as well 
as submitting a photograph of herself 
and filling out a questionnaire form 
pertaining to general topics. 
Taconite Pioneer to Retire 
Forty-eight college queen finalists 
and one from the District of Columbia 
will compete in the national grand fi-
nals here at Convention Hall in Septem-
ber. Each will receive round trip trans-
portation to and from Asbury Park to 
compete in the grand finals as guests 
of the city of Asbury Park, sponsors of 
the contest. There they will be assign-
ed to leading beachfront hotels during 
the competition and will be under the 
supervision of the Asbury Park Wom-
en's University Club Membership, who 
will serve as official hostesses for the 
contest. State finalists competing in the 
grand final will appear on stage at 
Convention Hall in college sweaters; 
evening gowns and bathing suits. A 
national board of judges will select 
the 1955 national college queen winner 
and runners-up at the grand finals. The 
judges will represent education; beauty; 
"Mr. Taconite"--Professor Edward 
W. Davis of the University of Minne- · 
sota mines experiment station-has de-
cided to retire from the University 
June 15 after 43 years on the faculty. 
Although he has a year to go be-
fore compulsory retirement, the man 
who has played a key role in the de-
velopment of many of the processes in-
volved in converting the tough tac-
onite rock into useful commercial ore 
wants to watch his dream of more than 
35 years become a reality in Northern 
Minnesota. 
Professor Davis will live in Silver 
Bay on the North Shore of Lake Su-
perior where Reserve Mining company's 
huge taconite processing plant-named 
the E- W. Davis Works in his honor-
is nearing completion. He is seeking a 
homesite high up in the new city's 
rocky hills from which he can look 
down over the massive processing works 
and watch ore ships laden with taconite 
pellets steam out of the harbor bound 
for steel mills in the East. 
Born in Cambridge City, Ind., May 
8, 1888, Professor Davis, "Bud" to his 
many close friends, still considers him-
self something of a Hoosier. After 
earning his_ bachelor of science degree 
at Purdue university, Lafayette, Ind., 
in 1911, he spent a year with Westing-
house Eelectric and Manufacturing 
company and General Electric company 
and then joined the staff of the newly 
formed mines experiment station at the 
University of Minnesota in 1912. He 
received an electrical engineering de-
gree from Purdue in 1918. 
Named superintendent of the mines 
experiment station in 1919 he became 
its director in 1939. He resigned the di-
rector's post in March 1952 to concen-
trate more of his efforts on commercial 
taconite development in Minnesota 
but retained his professorship. 
Long ago forseeing the day when 
Minnesota's high grade ore reserves 
would be depleted, Professor Davis has 
devoted more than three decades to 
resarch on the development of new 
processes and equipment needed by the 
mining industry for the utilization of 
the abundant lower grade ores. 
His work on taconite and his in-
fluence in persuading the State Legis-
lature to provide a tax climate favor-
able to low grade ores has led to the 
establishment by private capital of 
enormous mining and ore treatment 
operations in Northern Minnesota. 
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Eight Pledges To Join 
Pi Delta Epsilon· Group 
Veteran DSTC President Dies 
Here Following Lingering Illness 
Second Lieut. Dean Schoelkopf, D E w B h 'd t f r. . . o annon, pres1 en o 
former editor of the Minnesota Dally Duluth State Teachers college and it~ 
and one of seven college editors who d c Dul th St t N 1 pre e essor, u a e orma visited Russia in December, 1953, will 
school, for 37 years, died in his home address UMD's annual Pi Delta Epsilon 
11 a . m•, May 9 following a lingering initiation dinner May 26. 
illness. He was 89. 
The dinner will be at 6 p. m . in the He resided with his wife at 2323 
Duluth Covenant club- Alumni mem-
East Fifth street, viturally within the 
bers and professional journalists in the h d f th b 'Id' g f th 11 g t s a e o e u1 1n s o e co e e o 
Duluth area are being invited to at. wh1ch he devoted most of his profession-
tend. al life. 
Lieut. Schoelkopf, now public in- Dr, Bohannon was on hand in 1902 
information officer with the 515th Air 
to greet the first six students to enroll 
Defense group at Duluth, will speak t D 1 th St t N 1 H h d a u u • a e orma . e a person-on "Young Journalists: ·The Moscow vs. 
the Minnesota Look." More than lO,- ally supervised the original construc-
OOO Midwest residents have heard tion and reconstruction after a 1901 
fire of Main building, central structure Schoelkopf speak on various aspects of 
his Russian visit. on the present campus that still serves 
important UMD functions. 
Pi Delta Epsilon is an honorary 
journalism fraternity, UMD students President emeritus since 1941, Dr. 
Bohannon often expressed keen inter. active in campus journalism for the 
past two years are eligible for mem- est in the expanding Duluth branch of 
bership- the University of Minnesota, into which 
DS'JIC was converted in 1947. 
Those slated for initiation are Harry 
H. Hagenbrock, Enid Margaret Hagen, A meticulous administrator and 
Katherine Anne Coughlin, Geraldine M. stimulating teacher, Dr, Bohannon felt 
McDowell, Robert E. Burt, Janis ' Ann strongly about the personal requisites 
Holmberg, Maxine Fern Doolittle and and challenges of teaching. "If people 
Marlene June Burt. ~ who pose or serve as teachers have not 
the character to remain free and uncon-
trolled in their thinking and acting, 
Swedish Films And 
Dances Presented 
By Language Group 
"An Evening in Sweden,' featuring 
songs and films, will be presented by 
the UMD department of modern lang-
uages in Main auditorium at 8 p, m. 
tonight. · 
Open without charge 'to the public, 
the program ls being coordinated by 
Ivan Nylander, department head. UMD 
laboratory school students will parti-
cipate. 
Films will be "In Their Own 
Hands," "Snow Magic in Sweden" and 
"Kungsholm Cruise Around South 
America." 
Soloists will include Don Hogquist, 
baritone, singing E . G. Geijer's "Ton. 
erna" and Edith Worsing's "Halsa Dem 
Darhemma," and Johan Eliassen, ac-
cordionist, 
Miss Elsie Ekstrom, Duluth, will re-
cite Gustaf Froding's "I Valet och 
Kvalet" ("On the horns of a dilemma."). 
they have no right to be teaching. They 
should be extremely careful and scru-
pulously honest in dealing with young 
people." 
That former DSTC faculty members 
occupy important administrative, super-
visory and teaching positions on the 
UMD faculty is witness to the careful 
attention Dr. Bohannon paid to selection 
of his staff. 
Those associated with him during 
the years of DSTC express • admiration 
for his ability to keep in touch with the 
smallest as well as the largest areas of 
concern in his campus administration, 
Upon his retirement on Jan 1, 1938, 
Dr. Olga Lakela, world.famed professor 
of botany who received her undergrad-
uate degrees from him at DSTC and re-
turned to the college to teach, wrote in 
a testimonial · appearing in the Minne-
sota Journal of Education: 
"His high integrity and unswerving 
ideals are exemplified in his lifework, 
which constitutes a potent factor in the 
educational development of the state. 
Rich are the people who become heirs 
to so fine a heritage." 
Dr. Raymond w. Darland, UMD 
provost, commented: "In an operation 
so complex as a university or college 
campus, with its countless personal and 
DR. BOHANNON 
professional relationships within as well 
as with the community and region, sure, 
sound growth is a challenging but re. 
warding objective. 
".As we strive to continue in Dr. 
Bohannon's footsteps, we find frequent 
evidence of this kind of development. 
His careful planning and high ideals 
laid groundwork from which this and 
future generations will benefit." 
Arthur M- Clure, Duluth attorney 
closely associated with DS'r.G and its 
UMD conversion and former president 
of the Minnesota State Teachers College 
board, said: 
"Dr. Bohannon was a fine educator, 
deeply interested in the teaching pro-
fession and dedicated to the develop-
ment of the schools of northeastern 
Minnesota. His life's work is reflected 
in the lives of the many graduates who 
have taught generations of school child-
ren in our area. 
"Such a memorial is given few indi. 
viduals, and none has deserved it more. 
As a former president of the state 
teachers college board, I can express 
for that group its sincere regret and 
feeling of loss." 
As a living memorial to his work 
and achievements, the E, W. Bohannon 
Scholarship and Loan fund was set up 
in 1938 to assist worthy students. Form-
er DSTC associates helped establish and 
continue to administer the fund to 
which alumni, associates and friends 
have donated. 
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Alumni DuO Present 
Folk Dance Program 
While his ship was docked at Odessa, Robert Galati watched admiringly as 
Russian deck hands on nearby vessels and ruostabouts on the docks danced to 
a concertina ... in African villages native dancers performed to drumbeat and 
chant• _ 
Such sights during his World War II service heightened an interest Galati 
Perform Tuesday 
Carolyn and Bob Galati, former UMD folk dancers and students will 
return to their alma mater at 11 a. m. next Tuesday for a convocation 
in Main auditorium. 
long had had in the dance. When he re. 
turned to civilian _ life and college at 
UMD, he took a course in folk dancing 
from Dr. Eli~abeth Graybeal, head of 
the UMD women's health and physical 
education department. His future wife, 
Carolyn Johnson, was in the same group. 
Following his B. S. degree work at 
UMD, Bob did graduate work on the 
Minneapolis campus. Then came teach-
ing assignments in Echo and Umatilla, 
Wash-, and Richland, Wash. 
But the Galatis became so active 
in dance groups as demonstrators and 
performers that when an opportunity 
came last year to go on tour with a 
school assembly booking agency, it was 
an easy step to take. 
With approximately 500 programs 
throughout the country already behind 
them, the Galatis will return at 11 a .. m. 
Tuesday, May 24, in Main auditorium 
for an appearance on the UMD campus 
that gave them a big push toward their 
present occupation. 
They will bring three basic costumes 
in which they perform their regular 
program of folk dances. The dances will 
range for the sedate dance of the Rus-
sian nobility, the Kohonacha, to the , 
whirling traantella of Italy. The special 
convocation program will be open to 
the public free of charge. 
UMD Statesman 
r,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1 
- -j Filings Open 
•: _Filing opens ioday for the ' -, l).OSiiions of Homecoming Chair- , 
·~ man and Snow-Week Chairman : 
: for the 1955-56 school year. Al1 ' 
, persons inieirested 5.n apply5lng , 
: for either position should con-
: tact Mr. Sigglekow in OSP.S or 
: Ralpih IM1ller. ft.Ung closes 
, May 31, 1955. , 
- -- -~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 
Chronicle Theme To 
·Reflect Campus Year 
"As you have built your year of 
1954-55, the UMD campus has been 
growing also." This is the general theme 
carried through the CHRONICLE, 
UMD's yearbook this term. Blueprints 
of the new campus site and buildings 
in colors of red, green and -blue will 
serve as division pages, illustrating the 
growth of UMD. 
From Freshmen Orientation week 
in the fall to Cap and ,Gown day in the -
spring, the scoial life, activities and 
organizations will be presented by a 
"Calendar Year" pattern, 
The cover, designed by Dick Wold, 
will be of a burlap rough-textured 
leatherette. Padded and of a powder 
blue-gray and smooth white leather 
combination, the CHRONICLE will 
have an inside cover of textured gray 
linen and rust design. 
Editing the 1954.55 CHRON has 
been Gerri McDowell. Other editors 
are: Maxine Doolittle, associate editor: 
Janis Holmberg, library editor: Mar-
lene Burt, assistant literary editor: Russ 
Gran, lay-out editor; Dave McKenna and 
Roger Anderson, make-up editors; Lory 
Eliason and Dick Wold, art editors; 
Margaret Ruikka. identification editor 
and Ralp Romano, sports editor. 
Bob Galati admits now that his 
first interest in dancing was in jitter-
bugging- "When I began to see the 
beauty and fun of the folk dance, how. 
ever," he laughs, "I lost interest in 
jitterbugging." 
He has studied -with Dr. Ralph Pip-
er on the Minneapolis campus, with 
Michael Heman, Morrie Gilman and 
Vyts Beilius. In addition the Galatis 
have done extensive research. to de-
velop costumes and · steps that are au~ 
thentic. 
A speciality of Bob Galati is the 
Cossack Sword dance. The dancers will 
present brief explanations of the dances 
before each dance is performed. 
UMD Statesman 
The "wearin' of the green-beanies" 
will again be in order as the freshmen 
swarm upon the UMD campus next 
September. A queen will be crowned, 
the Minnesota Rouser learned and sung 
by the eager and spirited frosh, discus-
sions held over coffee cups in the new 
cafeteria at the Student Center, tern. 
porary officers elected the week-end 
of fun at Camp Miller and then the 
real work begins-registration for 
classes! 
Upper-classmen began m e e ti n g 
early spring quarter to make plans and 
preparations for the week of freshman 
orientation. Gver 600 green frosh are 
expected to enroll at UMD fall quarter. 
The body of new students will be 
divided into smaller groups of approx. 
imately 30. Student leaders will be 
helping these frosh with such things 
as: getting used to being called "Mr." 
or "Miss," introducing her or · him to 
fellow studen ts (not necessarily mate-
matching, but sometimes those things 
do happen!) informing the frosh as to 
the faculty and various "help" depart-
men ts on the campus, . teaching and 
leading the UMD songs and yells and 
helping with r egistration procedures-
Each student leader will be expect. 
ed to followup 12-15 of the students 
through the fall quarter, helping them 
and/ or referring them to those who 
can be of aid in matters such as finance, 
• courses (probation, credits, honor points, 
etc .) budgeting of time, the importance 
of extra-curricular activity to a degree 
and any other personal problems or 
needs. 
Perhaps the most outstanding event 
of orientation week will b~ the two.day 
trip to Camp Miller. Leadership ses-
sions and recreation activities will con-
stitute the main part of the schedule. 
DONA YLINEN 
1954 FROSH PRIN1CESS 










By PAULINE HELGE 
Square and social dancing, sailboating 
and other leisure time activities are 
being planned for . 
Bev Rowe and Joyce Lahti, UMD 
upper-classmen, are co-chairmen for 
the Camp Miller event. The cost is ex-
pected to be only $10 for the merry 
week-end• This will be an excellent 
opportunity for freshmen to get the 
low-down on professors, dating oppor-
tunities, dorm life, frats and sororities, 
UMD publications, religious organiza-
tions and all the other clubs on the 
campus. 
Student leaders are sg ll needed 
and all upper-classmen wishing to help 
with orientation week are asked to 
inform Dennis Ojakangas Commissioner 
of Orientation: Discussion leaders for 
the spring planning session are Don 
Fisher Beatrice Luoma, Bev Rowe, 
Joyce ' Lahti, Jan De Vries, Marilew 
Lahto, Don K;obs, Ralph Miller and 
Pete Thorsteinson. 
For General Information write: 
NEWS SERVICE 
UMD 
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Scholarships and Part Time Jobs Offer 
Educational Opportunities To Stll,{l,ents 
Student Needs Vary College Costs 
by PAULINE WALLE 
No sooner does the high school sen-
ior wend his way down the aisle to the 
strains of a graduation march than he 
must be!?iin anit'i.cJpating a new ialma 
mater• Herein lies the onset of change, 
scholastic, social-and f i n a n c i a 1. At 
UMD we have any number of situations 
by which this pr,oblem can be solved 
without too much strain on the purse 
strings. 
'Soholars'hLps offered in various fields 
are available for application through 
the schools, ilhe popular Hunt Scholar-
ship bringing many grads i•o UMD and 
the Main iCamp,u.s. One sfJudent who 
earned such an award wasn't far from 
breaking even in a financial sense. Tihis 
local reside-n.1 needed the usual $52 tu-
ition, $35 for books first quarter, and 
was able to use the remainder out of the 
$100 a quarter grant for carfare and 
miscellaneous needs. 
Business Office Blues 
1955 Snow Queen Margaret Ruikka 
and David Walsch find tuition costs 
the highest single item in · their school 
year budget. They are pictured paying 
their spring quarter tuiti0n at the busi-. 
ness office. 
Non-residents can be accomodated in 
homes or apartments near the campus. 
Here the room and board varies from 
$50 per month upward. The secret seems 
to be the amount of cupboard-raiding 
one does weekends, so that meals can 
be prepared without eating out. An 
apartment with refrigerator and stove 
is ideal for this situation. 
Quite a few out-of-towners work a 
few hours a day in a home in which 
they also receive room and board. Often 
an amount of spending mo~ey is in-
cluded so that tuition and books, con-
stitute the main expense. 
Torrance Costs 
Torrance Hall iihis year has housed 
close to 80 girls a quarter. Residence 
costs are from $52 to $70 a quarter, de-
pending upon the looaiion of ihe room 
and whether ii is private or double. The 
girls have ~cess io the cafeteria for 
three meals a day if tihey wish or kitch-
enette !Service for ·lunch and breakfast. 
Free laundry facilities ar~ induded. 
Extras add up according to outside 
interests, extra-curricular activities or 
additional course fees. A pre-me9 might 
expect to pay a fraternity pledge, and 
would share the usual lab breakage 
cos.ts of his science courses. The problem 
of dating doesn't seem to c a u s e 
any qua1ms- The shekels figure up about 
the same way whether the miss is a 
.(Juiuthian or the outrng takes piace 0 , 1 
a ::,aturday evening back home. 
Bookstore Costs 
Those who appear to be "just look·.ng\ 
in UMD's bookstore, actually spe,nd $100 
a day there. ,school supp'ly and book 
c-ost.s vary wi~h courses from $40 to $70 
i\ year. Some of the istuidents of ihe $40 
end of ihe scale thave found it convenie,nt 
to buy their books second hand or to 
s'hare ilhem with a roommate. 
Costs, then, total next to nothing for 
a· resident attending college ,on a well-
paying scholarship. A non-resident with 
a working position would come next in 
line with chances to pay either room 
and board, or tuition. Those living in 
apartments or homes who find no time 
to work may pay approximately $20 
for room and $40 or more for their 
board each month. The dormitory re-
mains higher, but includes greater ease 
in going to and from c1asses and the 
cafeteria. 
The most expensive :case, including 
all extras and no outside aid could pos-
sibly run as high as $900 to $1000 per 
school year. The above situations, how-
ever, prove that there are ways of elimi-
nating extremely high costs and reduc-
ing the total to a fairly moderate one. 
Bookstore Bargains 
Books and school supplies were also 
major portions of each student's cash 
expenditure. Bookstore clerk Bill Shim-
ek points out current bargains at the 
bookstore. 
Di\iisional Study Follows (J)n Pages 10-13 
UMD Statesman 
Education Based -On Human Needs 
By JANIS HOLMBE'RG and LOUISE ANDERSON 
Tell Me A Story 
Ann Adams, UMD laboratory school first grader, readily accepts as 
Doug Rossi, Mt. Iron, Virginia Junior college graduate and cage star, in-
vites her to tell a story. Rossi, 1955-56 UMD basketball captain, is ma-
joring in elementary education in which he will work with many pupils 
Ann's age and older, 
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The pool in the physical education 
building, a home economics classroom 
in Proctor, the fourth grade in the la-
boratory school, and Mr. Hansen's 
Psych. 1 class have something in com. 
mon. They are all a part of the divi-
sion of education and psychology. 
Concentrating upon education, the 
division is concerned with supplying 
teachers to meet the national demand. 
Each department in the division contrib. 
utes in some -way to the training of 
teaciiers. 
While psychology may seem out of 
place with those departments focusing 
on educat ion , it is instead the basis of 
them all. The total program of modern 
education is based upon psychological 
principles, both of learning and human 
relationships. 
MEN WANTED 
The idea that elementary education 
is strictly a ,voman's field is rapidly be-
coming outmoded with more and more 
men entering the field. It is found that 
they are especially .good in the upper 
grades where discipline problems be-
gin-
Doug Rossi of Mountain Iron1 next 
year 's UMD basketball captain, for in. 
stance, chose elementary education be-
cause "the field is wide open" and he 
will be- able to choose the place he 
wants. The salary is the same as in 
secondary education. 
Sixth grade is usually preferred by 
men in elementary education, with 
many of them getting an endorsement 
to teach in junior high school. Such 
positions are good background for ad-
ministrative posts. 
At UMD two programs are offered. 
The kindergarten-primary concentrates 
on beginning children while the ele-
mentary program prepares for teaching 
in grades one through six-
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED 
More than two out of three stu. 
dents preparing for teaching are in 
secondary education. UMD is able to 
place all those who graduate because 
of a developing shortage in secondary 
schools. 
The secondary schools are now be-
ginning to feel the shortage that has 
been so prevalent in the elementary 
schools in the last six or· seven years. 
As far as can be predicted, the demand 
for secondary teachers will increase. 
Home economics and girls' physi-
cal education in partciular have great 
shortages. Dr- Leonard Wheat, head of 
the secondary education department, at-
tributes this to the high marriage rate 
of young women in these fields. 
UMD offers a wide variety of sec-
ondary education majors, many outside 
of the division of education and psycho!. 
ogy but yet connected through the pro-
fessional education courses. Those with-
in the division are men's and women's 
~Continued on page 24) 
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Human Ignorance 
Is Not Bliss 
By EDW,ARD McPARLAN 
"Ignorance is not bliss." The fail-
ure of man to recognize what is worth. 
while in life has caused him to live in 
a world of feeling, not thinking. His 
constant concern for himself, his fam-
ily and the material aspects of living 
are leading him to a state of neurosis, 
inner conflict and frequent trips to 
the psy('hiatrist. 
Harsh as these thoughts may seem, 
it is the feeling of Dr. R. Dale Miller, 
chairman of the Division of Humani-
ties, and many others, that our society 
is being hurt by an imbalance between 
the\ emphasis it places on scientific 
progress, technology and human values 
as represented by the humanities. In. 
difference to the role of th~ humani-
ties contributes to these ills. Too many 
of today's people ·are concerned with 
their own problems and are dissatis-
fied with themselves. 
What can the humanities do to alle• 
viate this situation? First, they can lead 
man to a real set of values and, help him 
to understand himself. A j o u r n e y 
through one or more of the arts has 
been known to provide a real solution 
for many problems• Also, the humani-
ties can provide man with an active 
pastime to consume his excess energy, 
otherwise spent on worry. 
Dr. Miller has some fairly definite 
ideas on the general reaction to the 
humanities. He feels that people fall 
into four broad groups. The first, which 
makes up a surprisingly large propor -
tion of the population, has not . been 
exposed to the humanities. They have 
not had . the advantage of extensive ed-
ucation in the arts; and having not 
been exposed they see little value in 
something which does not contribute 
directly toward earning a better living. 
A second group are those who have 
had a course or two in the arts but not 
enough to be impressed with the real 
value in such. Many college students 
are to be found in this group- Dr. Miller 
feels that too many students are gradu-
ated from college with little or no 
knowledge of the real function of the 
humanities in the life of the individu- · 
al. 
Dr. Miller's third group is the "su. 
perficial set." They have had the ad-
vantage of exposure to the arts and 
can discourse glibly about these things. 
What passes for genuine' undrestanding 
is actually a superficial desire to im-
press others. 
With real enthusiasm Dr, Miller 
discusses the fourth group. He calls 
these the ''real" people. They possess 
a genuine appreciation for :the humani-
(Cont. on page 24) 
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Humanities Gain Public Favor 
By MAXINE DOOLITTLE and EDWARD McPARLAN 
The community probably is most as-
sociated with the Humanities Division 
through the work of the art department. 
Tweed Gallery, the University's art 
gallery, 2531 East Seventh street, has 
become one of the great cultural attrac-
tions in the •Duluth region. Besides a 
substantial permanent collection, peri. 
odic traveling exhibitions come to the 
gallery. 
Tweed Hall, 2309 East "First street, 
offers extensive facilities for students 
who enter the department for its pro-
fessional courses, its art education pro-
gram or just for enjoyment• Most stu,-
dents enrolled in the department are 
majors in art education. 
A great deal of studio experience is 
available. The summer workshop in 
advanced painting has become well 
known. _During this session, at the Lake 
Shore studio, a well known artist pre-
sides. Philip Evergood will conduct the 
workshop this year. Last year Flecher 
Martin was the guest artist-
Reading, writing and ... 
Perhaps most familiar in the Divi-
sion of Humanities, to most students, 
is the English Department. At some time 
during his college career, each student 
has a connection with it. More than 
providing general education and prepar-
ing English majors for degrees, this 
department offers a chance for self-ex-
pression in courses in literature and 
writing. It provides important training 
for all students in the most basic, yet 
perhaps most overlooked, phase of his 
education-a command of the English 
·language. 
While not directly connected with 
the English department, the three stu-
dent publications offer excellent writ-
ing, editing and graphic arts experience. 
These-the Chronicle, the Statesman, 
and the Humanist-are open to contri-
butions from all UMD students, The 
students are directly responsible for the 
publication of these three and comprise 
the whole staff. 
One of the most universal contribu-
tions of the department is the series 
of cultural events it helps to sponsor. 
Besides the popular poetry reading ser-
ies presented by ' the department's staff 
this year, guest lecturers in the field of 
literature and writing have appeared. 
(Cont. on page 24) 
Music Maestro, Please 
The famed Chicago Symphony woodwind . guintet was among the 
many features of the second annual UMD Fine Arts Festival through 
which thousands of students and . townspeople received much cultural 
stimulation. 
UMD Statesman 
Industry Seeks_ Science Grads 
By DON PAKKO and TOM DALY 
If a person unfamiliar with the 
science field should visit the coffee shop 
of UMD's science building during exam 
week, he would probably hear such ex-
pressions as "negative reciprocal," 
"adaptive morphology'/ ' or "circular 
pitch." 
This scientific jargon is only one of 
the things which set the science and 
mathematics division apart from the rest 
of the University- White-smocked in-
structors in laboratories lend an almost 
clinical atmosphere to the building, 
It is in this modern, well-equipped 
building that the division is striving to-
ward relieving one of our nation's most 
critical shortages. The need for trained 
scientists, both in industry and in the 
educational field, 'is more serious than 
ever before. This fact becomes obvious 
in view of recent reports that the Soviet 
Union is producing scientists at a much 
faster rate than the United States. 
To help answer this need for more 
scientists · and technicians. The division, 
under the leadership of Dr. Wm- R. Mc-
Ewen, is training . students in biology, 
chemistry, physics, gene;ral science, geol-
ogy and mathematics. The division also 
offers the first two years of engineers' 
training and also preliminary training 
in medicine, dentistry and nursing. 
A local illustration of the demand 
for technicians is evidenced by the fact 
that several area industries have been 
asking for undergraduates with as little 
as two years education in engineering 
and chemistry. Dr. McEwen reports that 
opportunities are especially good for 
anyone having graduate training in the 
science and education fields• 
RESEARCH IMPORTANT 
Research is an important function of 
the division. At the present time five re-
search projects are being carried on un-
der UMD personnel. 
In a room on tne first floor of the 
science building, there is an elaborate 
and complicated maze of wires and in-
struments. Here Dr. Howard G. Hanson, 
assistant professor of physcis, will spend 
this summer doing research on the 
fluoresence of sodium iodide- The pro-
ject is sponsored by the U. S. Army 
Office of Ordinance Research. This will 
be the fourth summer that Dr. Hanson 
has worked on the project. 
Another person who .will be associ-
ated with the army this summer is Dr, 
Elliot H. Weinberg, phyics department 
head. Dr. Weinberg will be a consult-
ing physicist at the army's Aberdeen 
proving grounds in Maryland. 
An inter-ferometer is a very sensi-
tive instrument that will be used by 
Dr. Jim Gordon Malik in research work 
this summer• Dr. Malik is doing funda-
mental research on compounds-their 
atomic relationships and locations. Dr. 
. Malik stresses the fact that this work 
differs from practical research in that 
there is no specific end product in-
volved. It is work that could possibly 
continue for years- He is working under 
a grant from the gra.duate school of 
chemistry at the main campus. 
PEAT INVESTIGATED 
Since January, 1954, Dr- Moses Pas-
se'r and Dr. Glick, of the department of 
chemistry, ha,ve been . doing work on 
peat research in conjunction with the 
Department of Chemical Engineering, 
Minneapolis campus, and with the De-
partment of Soils of the agricultural 
campus, St. Paul. The peat project, 
sponsored by the Iron Range Resources 
and Rehabilitation Commission, involves 
the compiling of a library of available 
information concerning peat research, 
sampling the millions of acres of peat 
bogs in northern Minnesota, and the ac-
tual analysis of the peat samples. 
Dr. Olga Lakela, of the botany de-
partment, is nearing the end of a mara-
thon research project-that of colle.ct-
ing and cataloguing the plant life in 
St• Louis county. Dr. Lakela has been 
working on the project for the past 20 
years. During this time she has made up 
a herbarium containing more than 25,-
000 thousand specimens of northern 
Minnesota plant life: She expects to 
complete her treatise on "The Ferns and 
Flowering plants of St. Louis county" in 
about a year. 
This year marks the first time that 
UMD students will be able to complete 
their work for a major in geology_ At 
the present time there are 45 students 
enrolled- in the department, with two 
graduating this June, 
Sixteen students from the depart-
ment made a four-day field trip to the 
Sudbury and Blind River districts of 
Ontario, from May 12-15. While at Sud-
bury they made a study of the numerous 
nickel deposits in that region, and also 
of the new uranium strikes at Blind 
River. 
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A Little Left! 
Lee Benoit is at the geology plane-
table as Richard Ojakangas helps in the 
background. The UMD geology majors 
are practicing for summer study at the 
University of Missouri's field camp at 
Lander, Wyo- They will plot geologic 
structures in oil fields near Lander. 
Six more geology students have 
planned an interesting summer. After 
summer study at the University of Mis-
souri, they will leave for the Colorado 
plateau region on a uranium prospect. 
· ing expedition. They expect to leave 
around August 1. 
ENGINEERS SOCIAL TOO 
It's not all study and re·search at the 
science building, as is evidenced by the 
Engineers' club, The members meet 
twice a month to hear practicing en-
gineers speak and to view films dealing 
with the engineering field. The meet-
ings are followed by a social hour of 
discussion and refreshments. The or-
ganization also takes field trips to the 
various industries in the area. They are 
planning a fishing trip along the North 
Shore, tentatively set for the latter part 
of this month. The big event of the or-
ganization is the annual Engineer's 
Ball held in the fall. 
The scientific field offers a wide 
choice of jobs and good pay in respect-
ed professions- Anyone with the apti-
tude and the interest for some phase 
of this field would do wel1 to consider 
it. 
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By TOM MARRON 
"This job pays better • .. but here's 
a real opportunity for advancement ... 
and this deal sounds like it would be a 
fascinating future . . . Here's an offer 
I just can't turn down !" 
Strange as it may seem, this rep-
resents the perplexing situation many 
UMD graduates find themselves in this 
spring. Job offers come from all over 
the country, but many of the b est posi-
tions are available right here in Minne-
sota. 
Recently many persons and organiza-
tions throughout the state have been 
quite concerned with what has been 
termed "Minnesota's t r agic loss of col-
lege trained people." This pessimistic 
point of view, however, is not shared 
by many of the men in the know. 
The chairman of the Social Studies 
division at UMD, Dr. Richard Q . Sielaff, 
says that this idea originated because of 
a mi~interpretation of facts and figures. 
Dr. Sielaff told of a population trend 
sur vey now underway which proves 
that Minnesota is still growing and be-
coming more a land of opportunity each 
year. "The population of the United 
States is constantly shifting -and chang-
ing," said Dr- Sielaff, "and every state 
feels the effects of this incessant migra-
tion. Minnesota is not unique in this re• 
spect." 
The Social Studies chairman pointed 
out that Minnesota's vast natural re-
sources and its wonderful people are en-
ticing many trained technicians into the 
state each year, so the loss of some col. 
lege trained people is more than offset 
by the influx of new residents. 
Dr. Sielaff noted that "Minnesota 
has fine living conditions and excel-
lent business prq_spects." He spoke of the 
many job openings available to the 1955 
graduate, and said that the big problem 
often is not so much being able to find 
a position, but selecting one from the 
many jobs available-
An example of the numer ous employ-
ment opportunities , open to the Social 
Studies major might be the graduate 
with a B. A. in Business and Economics 
who can enter the fields of marketing, . 
accounting, office management, or one 
of the many other job areas. 
It is eviden t that the studen ts of 
UMD have- faith in the future of Min-
nesota and in the values of the social 
studies course. A large number of UMD 
graduates have taken positions in Min-
nesota. Nearly one-third of the universi-
ty's population is majoring in Business 
and Economics and roughly 40 percent 
of the students at UMD are majors in 
the Social Studies field. 
UMD Statesman 
Business Study Grows At UMD 
By BARBARA HOLMES 
The 1955 New England Tour of the 
University of Minnesota, Duluth Branch; 
is scheduled for the second summer 
term, J uly 18 to August 29- The $325 
fee includes tuition, t ransportation, 
lodging and insur ance, but not meals. It 
is the second in a ser ies of t r avel cours-
es offered under Social Studies division 
and history department auspices. 
During the 24 days of travel, stu. 
dents we have a chance to hear lectures 
at Harvard and Columbia Universities 
And Over There 
and study in Boston, Cleveland and Chi-
cago. 
West Point, Hyde Park and the 
famed "Honeymoon Trail" of Niagara 
F alls are a few of the high points of 
the trip, Before they return home, the 
students will have a chance to cross 
Brook lyn bridge and wave to the Statue 
of Liber ty. 
The tour is designed to · give the 
group a direct contact with the New 
England region and the opportunity to 
study related museum collections. 
(Cont inued on page 23) 
A UMD summer course in Lake Superior region economics is among 
popular Social Studies offerings: For • some of the first-hand flavor of Du-
luth's great marine story, Dr. Richard Q. Sielaff, Social S tudies division 
chairman (left) and Richard Tarnowski, UMD student (right) recently 
visited the coal-carrying Hemlock, captained by Percy McGinness. 
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Student Center Completion For Christmas 
Library To Move Facilities And Books Following Second Summer Session 
By B,OB BURT 
Plans are being prepareGl for the 
most recently approved buildings for 
UMD's upper campus while construc-
tion work continues at a rapid pace. 
Latest reports promise that the library 
building will be in use next fall with a 
possible Christmas completion of the 
student center and occupancy of the 
new dormitory units. 
Work will begin on the $575,000 
science building addition and $800,000 
humanities structures as soon as plans 
are drawn up and approved. Follow-
il!g the appropriations for these :two new 
buildings by :the 1955 legislature, a 
committee and architects were chosen 
:to consider needs :to be met by :the new 
buildings. 
LIBl'tARY rCOMPLETION \SET 
An intricate scheme of conveyor 
belts, specially built boxes and a fleet 
of trucks and , workers will be involved 
in the huge moving job ahead of the 
library as they shift to their new quar-
New O.f ficers Head 
for Sturgeon Lake· 
Newly elected and retiring student 
government leaders and their friends 
will venture t0 Camp Miller on Sturgeon 
Lake on May 27 to conduct a two-day 
seminar in £.tudent government and its 
functions at UMD. 
Directing the retreat _ this year will 
be Dennis LaRoque, _,Cammision.er _of 
S tudent Or,ganhafions, who outlin.ed 
:the c-bjecfives of ihe trip as, "-Giving 
the newlv elected officers an opportu-
n ity to learn good qualifies of leader· 
ship and instill in them a coope-rative 
attitude." ' 
· Backing part of the cost of each 
student's ticket cost· will be a $3 dona-
tion from the student commission. As 
vet the exact price for each ticket has 
~ot been set, but LaRoque e~imates the 
cost at $3.50 per stugent. 
Buses carrying the student delegates 
will leave Main at 2 p. m. on May 27 
and return a:t 5:30 p. m. ,oin May 28. 
Anyone interested i,n makiing the trip 
should ,contact LaR,oque immediately. 
ters on the upper campus. The build-
ing should be completed about July 1 
according to H. L. Wilson, assistant su. 
pervising engineer for the University. 
Librarian Joseph Richardson plans the 
move to take place following the sec-
ond summer session for uninterrupted 
l_ibrary service-
The upper two floors of the building 
will house the library stacks, study 
areas and administrative offices of the 
library. The ground level floor includes 
three classrooms and numerous private 
office rooms. Two elevators will serve 
the needs of the library with a service 
ramp in the rear also. The Fowler-Ver-
anth Co. of Duluth has been the general 
contractor for the library building. 
While attempting to discover :the 
date when the dormitory units would 
be ready for student use, it was learned 
that other factors infhtence :their open. 
ing. 
' Though expected to be completed 
by fall, the new girls' dorm will not be 
opened until cafeteria facilities are 
available on the new campus also. This 
probably means that the housing units 
will be opened simultaneously with :the 
student center. 
Typical Construction Scene 
FUNDS A WAITED 
Besides appropriating funds for the 
science .building addition and the new 
humanities building structure, the legis-
lature approved a three-quarters mill 
levy on St. Louis County property to 
provide approximately $160,000 for 
completion of the student center. Ac- -
tion must yet be taken by the county · 
board and then the funds collected to 
allow final completion. 
The work which these additional 
funds would do include the wing hous. 
ing the bookstore and joining the li-
brary building to the center. Comple-
tion of the ballroom also hinges on these 
funds• . ;:,gLil 
Otherwise, University Inspector Wil-
son considered a possible opening of 
the student center next Christmas. 'rhe 
building will provide cafeteria services, 
facilities for the Office of Student Per- •) 
sonnel Services and student lounge ariti' -
club areas. 
FUTURE CON1STRU,CTION m 
The earliest date when construction 
on the newly appropriated building~ 
would begin was thought to be late '8 
fall. This is dependent upon plans which 
must be discussed, drawn, accepted and 
put up for bids. 
The student service center rapidly taking form on the upper campus, 
will become the social heart of the spacious 196-acre UMD grounds. 
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SPORTS 
• 
Where _,4_re We .Headed? 
Is footb a ll doomed? UMD's football 
team is going to have a battle on its 
h ands next year, a battle against a very 
tough opponen t ... weather. When foot-
b all rolls aroun d the cold fall weather 
also mak es its appearan ce and the fight 
is won. It is now evident that old moth-
er coldness is win ning out-attendance 
has fallen off-WE are not defeated. 
Our firs t · move is to get a fighting 
team to warm our loyal supporters. 
Next year the Bulldogs should field a 
good team. Limited losses through 
_: ·r!uation...,...one regular Dave Erholtz 
-will make UMD of 1955 better than . 
ever. ,;t!! ·j 
Move number two was an increase in 
our schedule. The schedule now includes 
g· . • 1es against all MIAC teams, Last 
year we played 6 of the 8. Added games 
will provide increased enjoyment, plus 
. w re times to hit a warm evening. 
Sounds good doesn't it? Well it isn't 
-at least not for next year. The '55 sea. 
~on includes only three home games, 
but the plan is good and in the long 
run it will prove profitable. 
The final move is up to the weather• 
A perfect remedy would be to have the 
few warm night fall on game nights. Of 
course as Duluthians would say this 
is the easy way out. We're not afraid of 
the cold. Yet the majority of us are 
and w t · 'JW it. 
A solution is needed. Sunday af-
ter 1. •· ball-Maybe, earlier season, 
well-all we can do about the weather 
is complain so, while Dr, Rickert offers 
sacrifices to the god of weather we shall 
COMPLAIN .-Donald Romano. 
•n 





* * * 
. L SCHEDULE 1955 
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Oct. 14 Hamline There 
Oct. 22 Concordia There 
Nov. 5 Gustavus (Homecoming Here 
Nov. 11 Emporia State There 
Basketball is -on the upswing at 
UMD! 
The reason? Head coach Norm Olson 
will be in his sophomore year as "boss-
man" come next winter. 
Olson is what they call a ••go.getter.' 
He takes pride in his work and has a 
reputation for building champions as 
his succe~sful years at Superior Central 
high school attest. Although only a "year 
old," Olson has served notice that once 
he has gained a stronger foothold and 
is, better known throughout the area 
high schools, the MIAC had better take 
heed . 
P rospects for the 1955-56 campaign 
aren 't exected to r eap any great harvest. 
Captain-elect Doug Rossi, one of _the 
many Range contr ibutions to grace ihe 
court roster will lend his experience to 
that i:-f center Jack lVIcKillop and guar,1 
Dick Veech. 
This sprinkling of returning talent 
leaves the way open for freshmen if 
they can make the grade. In this respect, 
Olson has been hard at work, making 
sure the more promising senior prep-
sters around the area know they are 
welcome at UMD. 
With an attractive schedule for next 
season and a thorough realization of 
what his job entails Olson is planning 
for the future with a cautious confi-
dence. And it may not be long before 
Bulldog basketeers are cutting a wide 
swath through the rest of the confer-
ence.-Jim Coughlin. 
* * * 
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 1955-56 
Dec. 2 Moorhead Here 
Dec. 5 Concordia There 
Dec. 10 St. Thomas There 
Dec. 13 St. John's Here 
Dec. 28 & 29 Bemidji Teachers There 
Jan. 3 Ham line Here 
Jan. 10 Augsburg There 
Jan. 14 St. Mary's Here 
Jan. 17 Macalester There 
Jan. 21 Gustavus There 
Jan. 23 Concordia Here 
Jan. 31 Superior Here 
Feb. 4 St. Thomas Here 
Fab. 7 St John's There 
Feb. 11 Ham line There 
Feb. 14 Superior There . 
Feb. 18 Augsburg Here 
Feb. 20 St Mary's There 
Feb. 25 Macalester Here 
Feb. 28 Gustavus Here 
* * * 
The climb has just begun, 
From s·hinny in i'he mud to packed 
houses against the nation's best in a few 
short years, and the climb has only be-
gun. It is not so long ago flhat our Bull-
dogs played preliminaries to the ihigh 
schools, or games in the Lare of nigh:t 
before a handful of fains. The growth 
has been ierrific providing increased 
talent, ever growing attendance and the 
UMD Statesman 
rise of UMD :to a position of rec-ognition 
in hockey cir·cles, 
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD? 
The immediate future, next season, 
we can predict wi'th some certainty. 
Last season's_ squad lost but one man, 
Ron Scott, and although a few other 
losses may come about, ind1eations are 
that the backbone will return. The 
Bourdeau-Sisto-Johnson forward com-
bination and high scoring Howard Wal-
lene will provide an abuno1:1nce of of-
fensive strength. Add to this group a 
host of returning lettermen forwards 
and you have strength-increasing depth• 
The thin defensive ranks will ~ be 
bolstered by the eligibility of Jim Pat-
on and the return of John Bymark and 
Frank Holappa backed up by Duane 
Johnson and Ralph Romano in the nets. 
With Bob Boyat scheduled to return 
to the helm with a year of experience 
behind him and the promise of a fine, 
fine freshman crop, the aroma of 
championship is strong. 
The picture of the future shows ever 
increasing entertainment and a continu-
al growth toward national recognition. 
* * * 
OTHERS 'SEEK RECOGNITION 
SWIMMING 
A first is being recorded at UMD 
next season when we host the confer-
ence swim meet in the pool at the phy 
ed building. Another first will be a 
determined attempt to bring tne title to 
UMD. Dick Wainio who has been ac-
tive in local high school swimming 
_circles expects a fine freshman crop to 
provide our best men. 
SKIIN·G 
Always a contender for northwest 
honors but never a national representa-
tive has been the story of our outstand-
ing slabsters• Next season a new chap. 
ter may be added. With the return of 
most of this year's stars there is hope 
for representation in the NCAA meet. 
Under the guidance of Ward Wells re-
tention of our high position is expected. 
WRESTLIN·G . 
Newest of UMD's sports is wrestling. 
As yet, we have not provided a contend-
er. Gradual growth is expected until_ 
this goal is reached.-Ralph Romano. 
* * * 
HOCKEY SCHEDULE 1965-56 
Dec. 28 .u. s. Olympic Team Here 
Jan. 7 Glstavus Adolphus Here 
Jan. 10 St. Thomas Ther• 
Jan. 12 Hamllne ' Ther• 
Jan. 14 Macalester There 
Jan. 17 Augsburg There 
Jan. 26 St. John's Then 
Jan. 28 Augsburg Here 
Feb. 7 Gustavus Adolphus There 
Fe)?. 11 St, Thomas Here 
Feb. 15 St. John's Here 
Feb. 18 Macalester Here 
Feb. 22 Hamline Here 
Other probable contests are Michigan Tech, 
North Dakota. Har~rd and Canadian Clubs. 
UMD Statesman 
North Dakota's goalie Bill Maruska (17) and 
Frank Johnson (4) sprawl on the ice far out from 
the Sioux net while teammates Don Bourdeau 
(left). and Alex Sisto (5) move in on the open cage. 
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Newly elected grid captain for 1955, fullback 
Wally Aunan from Two Harbors, lowers his head 
like an enraged bull in a night game against the 
Emporia State Teacher Hornets of Kansas. 
The action the color and the future 
of athletics ~t UMD is brought before 
the reader's eyes on these two pages of 
sports shots. 
Although the pies illustrate past 
drama in sports they also serve to show 
that athletics has a place in the future 
of UMD. . 
Athletes caught at the height of action 
on these pages all had a part in the past. 
More important most of them will re-
turn to once again bear the ·colors of 
Maroon and G-Old. 
Yesterday can never be relived, but 
t<' day's dreams can be tomorrow's 
reality. 
Freshman discus star Bob Gimple is caught 
displaying the form that won him first place in 
the platter event as UMD played host to it's first 
track meet. In the background official Dave Er-
holtz, scorebook in hand, watches the action. 
-






Spectators seem to be exerting as much effort 
as hopefuls in the 100 yard dash strain for the 
tape. At extreme left is UMD's Bobby Juneo, face 
contorted as in pain, as he digs for the finish 
line. 
UMD goalie Duane "Du bug" Johnson covers 
the corner against North Dakota as he watches ac-
tion behind the net. 
Doug Rossi, captain elect of next year's basketball 
team, is shown driving in against Superior State 
with Bob MacDonald (14) and Jack McKillop 
awaiting a possible rebound. 
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Forward, March! 
Cadet Lt Col. Grant Merritt leads the AF ROTC Detachment 
through drill period movements• The detachment held its final review 
Tuesday. 
Air Force ROTC Trains Cadets 
For Military Le·adership In Future 
By RON LIEF 
U of M is the only ROTC affiliated 
university in America today that doesn't 
require this course as compulsory for 
entering ·freshmen. Under this policy 
both the university and the ROTC staff 
here feel that only those who are in-
terested in becoming Air Force officers 
will take advantage of the opportuni-
ties offered by this program . . and, 
after all, it is for those who are inter-
ested that this course was primarily es-
tablished. 
Let's consider now: what is ROTC? 
There have been many answers given, 
not all complimentary: "a refuge for 
draft-dodgers," for instance, or "haven 
for gold-bricks.'' But , what is ROTC 
really? 
First of all, the Air, Force Reserve 
Officers Training Corps is a program 
academically _ designed to develop the 
potential leadership capabilities of the in-
dividual. This is done through classroom 
training iand) part~qipattion \in Leader-
ship Laboratory. Secondly, through 
classroom study to acquaint the student 
with military history, theory, an~ pro-
cedure. 
The AFR0TC unit at UMD was or-
ganized in the fall of 1949 and since 
that time has graduated son,e 90 cum-
missioned officers. 
Spring is the busy season for the 
cadets. It is then that the cadet corps 
and the Arnold Air Society, a national 
Air Force fraternity made up of juniors 
and seniors in the corps, present the 
Military Ball ,md the Sweetheart .-' o.f. 
the Corps contest. 
This year's Sweetheart is Sharon 
Sieger, her attendants are Barbara Bell 
and Evelyn Rapp. 
Also on the calendar every spr:ing 
quarter is the annual' review of the 
corps by visiting officers. At this func-
tion the unit is inspected by the visitors 
after marching in parade before them. 
It is at this time that awards are pre-
sented to those cadets who have shown 
outstanding characteristics during the 
past year. 
ROTC at UMD is not all work, neith-
er is it all olay. It is a !trowing process. 
:SHARON SIEGER 
1955 Sweetheart of the Corps 
UMD Statesman 
OSPS Offers Answers 
To Perplexed Students 
By ANN GANYO 
Part-time jobs, grade difficulties, 
money worries, vocational decisions, 
work after graduation. Do any of these 
troubles hit the nail right on the head 
with you, or are you just pressed with 
s-:> many problems you don't know what 
to do? Take some good advice and go to 
the 0SPS. 
No, the OSPS isn 't the American 
counterpart to the NKVD. Neither is, it 
a combination Mr. Fixit-t:mployment 
-loan company, although the latter 
isn't far. from wrong. 0SPS is the office 
of Student Personnel Services with the 
accent on Student and Servides. It can 
be one of the best friends a UMD student 
has, even if he doesn't always reall!e it. 
Do you know Jean Swanson? Jean 
y.ras really in a dilemma a couple quart-
ers ago.' She was flunking two courses 
and was set to quit school when someone · 
said, "Why don't you go and see Mr. 
Falk in 0SPS?" Jean went, and she'll 
always, be glad she did. It turned out 
she didn't have the money to finish 
school and her studies suffered because 
she worried so much. Mr. Falk, who is 
acting director of 0SPS, sent her right 
over to Mrs. Elizabeth Haley, who is in 
charge ·of part-time employment. Mrs. 
Haley found Jean a job, and consequent-
ly both her attitude and her marks Im-
proved. She graduates this spring-an 
honor student. 
If Je an had been unable to find work 
she could have applied for ,one of the 
twenty plus scholarships or received. a . 
loan from the UMD Student Loan Fund. 
Jean is just a fictitious example of 
all the Dicks, Joes, Marys, and Jeans 
who find their way to Mr . .l''alk's door. 
Many are the students who have sought 
and found hel.9 from: him and his co-
workers . 
Jean could have been helped by A. 
W. .Tamminen, who does the major 
portion of the counseling, or E. B. Wen, 
zel: Mr. Wenzel will also come in handy 
when she graduates because he is in 
charge of full-time placement. 
Miss Harriet Harris-on who also 
works with student .acti~ities would 
have been only too willing 'to help 
Jean find housing, if the problem had 
arisen . 
Mr. Falk, himself a UMD graduate, 
moved up to his present position from 
the post of Co-ordinator of Student Ac-
Hvi1 ies when director Dr. cnester Wood 
was given leave of absence this year. ~ -
0. Siggelkow is the new Co-ordinator 
and, along with H. W. Archerd, Admis-
sions and Records, completes the com-
. petent personnel of OS.PS .always ready 






"An Evening in Sweden", Main aud., 8 :00 
p. m. Junior Prom, Phy. Ed. Bldg., 9-1 :00 
SUNDAY, MAY 22-
Phi Delta Pi, Washburn Hall, 4 :0Q. Junior 
Recital, Tweed Hall, 4 :00. Gamma Theta Phi, 
Wash., 7 :00 p. m. Wesley Foundation, Red 
Rose Sunday. 
TUESDAY, MAY 24-WAA Award Banquet, 
Lincoln Hotel, 6 :30. Kappa D elta Pl Picnic, 
UMD Glen, 6 :00. FTA Picnic, Lester Park, 
5 :00. Folk Dance Program, Bob and Carolyn 
Galati, A ud., 11 :00 a . m. Sigma Tau Kappa, 
Wash. 7 :30. . 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25-
Beta Phi Kappa., 5 :30. Athletic Award Din-
n er, Hotel D·uluth, 6 :00. UMD "Y" Club, Ranch 
Room, 2 :00. Newman Club, Holy Rosary, 7 :30. 
THURSDAY, MAY 26-
LSA, First Lutheran Church, 5 :00 p. m. 
United Youth Fellowship, Pilgrim Congrega-
tion Church, 6 :30 p. m . Wesley Foundation, 
Endion Meth. Church. 5 :30 p. m. UMD Chris-
tian Fellowship, Tweed, 7 :00-8 p. m. 
FRIDAY, May 27-
Laboratory School Play. Aud., Afternoon 
and Evening. W esley Annual Retreat, May 27, 
28, and 29, Camp Wanakiw!n. 
SUNDAY, MAY 29-
Student Recital, Tweed H a ll. 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
All graduating seniors who have not al-
ready done · so are requested to pay their 
graduation fee promptly. No senior will be 
cleared for Commencement unt!l his fee bas 
been paid. Fee statements may be secured at 
the Admissions and Records desk, Room 213, 
Main. 
H. VV. Archerd, Supervisor 
Admissions and Records 
Office of St1:1dent Personnel Services 
NEW STuriENTS 
Physical examinations of new studnets are 
not complete until labora tory work Is done. 
New students who have not responded to notice 
in P. 0. Boxes, report to Health Service before 
May 23, between 9 :00 a. m. a nd 1 :00 p. m . 
Ruth Chapman 
Laboratory T echnologist 
Health Service 
SELECTIVE SERVICE STANDING 
ALL MALE STUDENTS : If you wish to 
have your Selective Service Board notified of 
your scholastic standing for the year 1954-55, 
you MUST fill out a REQUEST FOR S. S. 
FORM 1-09 before the end of the Spring Quar-
ter. These forms are avallable In Room 211, 
Main. 
A. W. Tamminen 
Senior Studeont Personnel Worker 
Office of Studnet Personnel Services 
PLACEMENT BUREAU 
TEACHING CERTIFICATES : Those stu-
dents who desire to be certified for teaching 
in the state of Minnesota should obtain certi-
fication application blanks in the Placement 
Bureau during the period from May 23 through 
May 26. Completed blanks must be returned by 
May 27. 
BA & AA PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE: 
Students completing the BA and AA program 
are eligible for placement assistance. Regis-
tration with the Placement Bureau can be 
arranged In Room 211M. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. Students regis-
t ered with the Placement Bureau should noti-
fy us of any change of temporary or perma-
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Associated Collegiate Press 
OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD 
(ACP)-Mark Thoreson, Daily Trojan cllumnist on the USC campus, had a 
new type of shampoo recently. 
While seated in the campus grill, quietly sipping a coke, a coed suddenly 
poured a chocolate malted milk over his head, shouting, "Take that for your 
column!" 
PROF DISCOVERS HONORABLE THIEF 
(ACP)-The University of Texas' honor system revealed an honorable thief 
in the class of Dr. Norris G. Davis, assistant professor of journalism. In a recent 
quiz, one student signed his pledge like this: 
"I have neither given nor received any aid on this quiz, nor have I seen any-
one doing so. However, I stole the paper on which it is written." 
nent address taking place at the close of 
Spring Quarter 
E. B. ·wenzel 
Coordinator of Placement 
Office of Student P ersonnel Services 
EXCUSED ABSENCES 
The following students participated in a 
ier!es of conferences of the University Hospi-
tals and State Rehabilitation during the week 
of May 16-20. An excused absence for classes 
missed during this time ls r ecommended : 
• 
1 Carol Chesney, WJ!ll!am Coombs, Paul 
Dragavon, Pacy Friedman, Richard Gottschald, 
D ennis LaRoque, Kathleen L eTourneau, Gerri 
McDowell, Jean Norrlsh, Elizabeth Paris, 
Roberta Traub, Sybil Wainstock. 
The following students attended the Pres-
byterian Intercollegiate R etreat on May 6-7-8, 
1955, an approved University activity. An ex-
cused absence for classes missed during this 
time is recommended : 
Mary Bressler, J erry H ankJns, Barbara 
Holmes, Myrtle Holmes, Jo-Anne Kangas. 
Marianne Ma.gnuson, Dick W eld. 
'.rhe following students participated in the 
Fine A rts Festival convocation on May 6, an 
approved University activity. An excused ab-
sence for classes missed on Thursday, May 
5, at 11 :30 to 2 :30 and on Friday, May 6, 
from 9 :00 to 1 :30 is reco=ended: 
Elizabeth Ames, Nancy Anderson, Judy 
Barto, Marjorie Carlson, Russell Ely, Leroy 
Engen, Beverly Godicll, Norma Hatanpa, De-
louise Higholt, '\'Vendell Hilding, John Hill, 
Jane Johnson, J. Thomas Johnson, Gall Kera-
nen, Helm! Lepisto, Donald Lindstrom, Sulo 
Mononen, Ione O'Donovan, Ferde Ogren, Virgil 
Pollard, John Seely, Marilyn Soderberg, Ruth 
Ann Sramek, Barbara Suech, Thomas Sulli· 
van, Don Sundquist, Roberta Traub, Alyce 
Wellberg, Carmi W!lliams, David Henderson. 
The following students participated in 
Campus Day, an approved University activity, 
on Thursday, May 12. They were doing vari-
ous activities such as hostessing, stage deco-
rating, being guides and dispatchers, and work-
ing on r egistration through the day, An ex-
cused absence fo1· classes missed during this 
time is recommended : 
Carl Anderson, Delores Anderson, Louise 
Anderson, John Arotta, Wally Aunan, Mar!-
deanne Becker, Dick Bellamy, Marion Berg-
gren, Helen Bowes, Bea Brune, Ann Cook, 
Gloria Cross, Nancy Diers, Kay Dietl, Patricia 
Dynneson, J oanne Eilers, Rhoda Falk, Peggy 
F latt, Judy Fisher, Ruth Fransene, Joan Gol-
ler, Virginia Hansen, Loraine Harsh, Elaine 
Hubbard, Carol Johnson, Norma Johnson, Carol 
Juola, Carmen Kehtel, Nancy Kern, Marilew 
Latto, Kathryn Lavigne, Donna Laurenzo, Bet-
ty Lawson, Joyce Lien, Greta Linder, Lois 
Lindstrom, Lella Lonn, Dianne L undstrom, 
Lorene Luthanen, Marilyn Mahler, Marilyn 
Moisio, Georgene Nakari, Joan Nelson, Doro-
thy Niemi, Miriam Nusser, Shirley Ott, Arlene 
Paulson, Dessie Popovich, Lois Raat!, Gladyce 
Rappana, Clarence Rask, Darlene Rosbacka, 
Margaret Ruiltka, Patricia Saaskl, Arlene Sal-
mi, Sue Schelstreet, Sharon Sleger, Imogene 
Sinko, Ruth Ann Sramek, Wilma Stageberg, 
Tom Stark, Faith Stephenson, Marlene Swaim, 
Janice Toms, Betty Waisanen, Jim Waldo, 
Joa n Wick. 
In lteeplng with establ!shed University policy, 
work missed may be made up in accordance 
with thii usual procedure in each department 
. or division. 
R. J. Falk 
Acting Director 
Office of Student Personnel Services 
TEACHERS AND PROSPEm:1vE TEACHERS 
Let us help you get the best offers. 
fvacancies in all Upper Midwest and Western states, Hawaii and Alaska. 
Write for FREE ENROLLMENT material. 
MINNESOTA TEACHERS SERVICE 
800 Plymouth Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Me~ber, National Ass'n of Teachers Agencies 
.. 
--
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U of M Accepts Three 
UMD Medical Students 
The pre-medical and pre-dental pro-
gram is an important function of the 
science and mathematics division. The 
enrollment of pre-med and pre-dental 
students varies from year to year. 
At the present time there are 16 
former UMD students on the j.\/Hnneapo-
lis campus medical school. Three stu-
den ts have been accepted for the 1955-
56 fall quarter. 
The students are Benjie Goldfarb, 
J ohn Banovetz, and Franklin j ohnson. 
Dr. Theron Odlaug, pre-med advisor, 
says that UMD students have been very 
successful in the medical school. The 
mor tality rat~ has been zero. 
)1:leven former UMD students have 
received their M. D. degrees from the 
University of Minnesota and two from 
Marquette University since 1950. They 
are now interning or pr acticing in m any 
sections of the country. To cite a few, 
Dr- James R. Kent is a flight surgeon 
at Randolph Field, San Antonio, Texas. 
Dr. Roger V. Haglund is w ith the U. S . 
Public Health Service in Seattle. Dr-
James C. Melby is doing r esearch w ork 
with a chemical company in New York 
city. Dr. Lucille - M. Saloum is intern-
ing at the U. S- Naval Hospital, Oak-
land, Calif. She will be a r esident phy-
sician in obstetrics and gynecology at 
Stanford university later th is year. 
The medical fraternity, Mu Delta 
Pi, affords pre-med students the oppor-
tunity of hearing prominent local phy-
sicians at their meetings each month . 
They also hold a dinner meeting once 
each quarter. 
SOCIAL STUDIES-(Cont. from page 13) 
SPECIAL EVENT:S 
Highlighting the special events cal-
endar in the division this year was a 
Social Studies-Business Education Con-
ference May 7- Among quest speakers 
was Dr- Russell HosJer, pr ofessor of 
business education at the University of 
Wisconsin and past president of the 
National Business Teacher s Association. 
The conference included lectures for 
teachers in the elementary, secondary 
and business education levels. 
SUMMER SESSION T,OURS 
A special course in social studies, de-
scribing the Lake Superior Region will 
be offered during the summer of 1955. 
Field trips to Itasca Park and along the 
south shore of Lake Superior are in-
cluded. The class is open to teachers and 
businessmen and women of the area. 
Class hours are planned especially for 
working people. 
UMD Statesman 
Psychologists Help Students 
With Guidance and Service 
By JANIS HOLMBERG 
"Psychology is a service department 
at UMD," says Mr. P eter Apostolakos, 
department head. 
Connected with almost every de-
partment on campus either in develo-
ping students or in giving them greater 
background in their major field, the 




Beta Phi Kappa and Gamma Thet~ 
Phi, social fraternit ies at UMD, have 
completed their spr ing elections and 
projects for this quarter. Sigma Tau 
Kappa, the third frat ernity on campus, 
will hold its elections later in the 
quarter. 
The election results and activity 
reports are: 
BET A PHI KAPP A 
Officers elected for next year are 
Bill Shimek, presiden t , Clyde Nelson, 
vice president, Charles Merry, s-ecretary, 
Richard Striegl business manager, Don 
Bergum, sergeant-at-arms, Jerry Nel-
son newspaper editor, Bill Bender, his-
torian, and Ralph Miller, scrap-book. 
The fraternity chose a ser vice proj-
ect of traveling to Camp Miller to plant 
sod in froot of the newly constructed 
lodges at the lake front camp on Stur-
geon Lake. UMD students will have op-
portunities to observe the fraternities 
work several times each year as several 
UMD encampments are h eld at the 
camp site each year. 
GAMMA THETA PHI 
New Gamma officers ar e Don Kobs, 
president, Jack Arotta, vice-president 
and social chairman, Walter _ Musolf, 
secretary, Charles Panian, treasurer, 
Dale Ignatius and Bob Spearin, histor-
ians, and Leroy Matchett, Phulox. 
Gamma held its annuai "Big Broth-
er Day'' this year in connect ion with 
the UMD Booster Night at a Duluth 
Dukes ball game. Gamma· members ac-
companied individual children from 
local orphanages to the ball game and _ 
then took the children to local restaur-
ants following the game for dinner. The 
Gamma men also sold game tickets for 
the Booster Night t o all interested UMD 
students. 
The w ell-known reading clinic, as-
sociated primarily with the How to 
Study course, is availabl-e to anyone 
who wishes to increase his reading 
speed. Based on the fact that an in-
creased r eading rate also increases com. 
_ prehension, the· clinic uses reading rate 
controllers to show . the student how fast 
he is r eading and to aid him in improv-
ing his speed. 
The tachistoscope increases the span 
of perception . By flashing images on a 
screen, the m achine increases the 
amount . a reader can see at a glance. 
Two personal orientation courses of-
-fered in the department are designed to 
help the student in any field he-may go 
into. They are How to Study and -Choos-
ing a Vocat ion. 
The How to Study course has been 
a popular one for some years. Here 
the student learns general principles of 
study and reading that help in any 
course he m ay take. Even the brightest 
students find they ma y not be studying 
to their full capacity and benefit. 
Choosing a Vocation, a new course · 
this year, helps the student get a bet-
ter idea of himself through a series of 
tests. He is also guided to occupational 
information that he may not have 
known about previously. The result of. 
ten is a happier choice of occupatiQn 
and life wor k. 
Mr. Apostolakos s~ys there are few 
majors in the psychology department 
because only limited opportunities are 
available without graduate w ork. 
Psychology minors are popular, how-
ever- Business and economics, sociolo-
gy, and speech correction lllajors often 
elect a psychology minor because it is 
good background for their field. Classes 
are large due to the many practical ap-
plications of psychology in so many 
fields including teaching. 
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HUMANITIES-(Cont. from page 11) 
As we merrily sing ... 
Like art, the music department of 
UMD has made itself well known 
through its contributions to the city's 
cultural life. On many occasions, the 
department favors the community with 
concerts and recitals. Its students also 
use their training when participating in 
the Duluth Symphony orchestra, 
The play is the thing ..• 
"Streetcar Named Desire", "Beggar 
on Horseback," and "Kiss Me Kate," 
all three scored for another successful
1 
year of dramatics for Dr. Hayes, direc-
tor of the University Theatre. Through 
·unusual and striking settings, excellent 
casting, and well performed plays, the 
department established further records 
in quality of performance and attend-
The unusual Early Music Ensemble, ance• 
headed by Dr. Albert Hess, has become And I further contend quite famous for its unique programs. 
This group gives concerts as do the oth• The most successful season in the 
er UMD musical organizations. The - history of UMD was established by this 
band, for one .of its big activities of the year's debate team, coached by Dr. 
year, toured the Range towns. They Mason Hicks. They placed second in the 
visited Virginia, Eveleth, Hibbing and state meets, besides placing two mem-
Coleraine. bers on the all-state debate team. Mem. 
Both the art and music departments bers of the team were: Douglas Rapp, 
are often called upon by others for John Hill, David Stickney and Gerald 
help, The students at Tweed provide Ylinen. 
much assistance in their field. The mu- Formerly with the Social Studies 
sic department collaborated with -the division, philosophy was changed to 
speech department · is presenting "Kiss Humanities in an academic reorganiza-
Me Kate" to the community. tion in 1949, Philosophy perhaps is 
Qui, Si, Ya, Ja . . . restless in either division, but it seems 
Students majoring or minoring in to fit most readily in its new place. Al-
foreign languages become acquainted ,- though it does not have a big enroll-
with aspects of the cultural and histori- ment, philosophy attracts students from 
cal nature of France, Spain, Germany, throughout the university. 
and Sweden through their studies in the 
language department. 
Participation in the poetry readings HUMAN-Cont. from page 11) 
and in the Fine Arts Festival were 
among their functions for the year. The 
French experiment program of teaching 
the French language to elementary 
pupils was continued for the second 
year. 
I speak, you speak, he speaks ... 
"Through the study of speech, an 
appreciation for verbal communication 
is adopted. Self confidence because of 
the ability to express yourself freely 
and easily is attained." · 
Burping to Understanding 
The services of the new Speech and 
Hearing Clinic can be well illustrated 
by the example of one of its many cases 
recounted by Dr. Robert Pierc·e, clinic 
director: 
Mr. B was 65 years old and haa re-
cently through surgery lost his larnyx, 
consequently losing the power of speech. 
His wife was 60 and blind, caused by 
cateracts over both eyes. 
One day, this couple wandered into 
the Speech Clinic. Mr• B led his wife. 
She talked for him "E>r. Bob" then pro-
ceeded to teach him the art of burping, 
causing air to pass through his false vo-
cal cords enabling sounds to be pro-
duced• This esophogeal speech, after a 
period of time, enabled him to carry 
on conversations. 
In the meantime, Mrs• B's eyes were 
eperated <m, removing the cateracts, 
and her sight was restored• Dui-ing the 
time of their rehabilitation, they were 
cared for by Mrs. B's 91-year-old moth-
er. 
ties. They are well adjusted individu. 
als who lead menially healthy and 
rounded lives. These people are con-
cerned about developing happy and 
motionally stable children, well equip-
ped to adjust 1o the problems of life. 
The values these people have about 
life and their apprciaiion of the hu-
manities go hand in hand. As yet, this 
group is small, but ii is growing rap. 
idly, 
Now, what would be Dr. Miller's 
answer to the student who is not in-
terested in any phase of the ·humanities . 
-to the student who asks why he 
should be interested? 
Dr. Miller believes the student, for 
purely selfish reasons, owes it to himself 
to investigate the arts in order to 
know what they can contribute to his 
life. Courses in the humanities will 
cause him to realize that this area of 
study does not represent the "frills" of 
education, but rather is the very heart 
of the educational process. He feels 
very deeply that no education can be 
complete without a thorough exposure 
to the humanities. 
In this area of human knowledge can 
be found a solution for many of the 
problems of those who. in seeking the 
answer, are more inclined to rely on the 
emotions than. on the true values that 
make for balanced, enjoyable living. 
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EDUCATION-(Cont. from page 10) 
physical education, home economics, 
and industrial arts. 
CARPENTERS AND MECHANICS 
Whether Duluth or Minneapolis is the 
main campus when it comes to indus-
trial arts is a debatable question. This 
year 20 students will graduate from the 
department in Duluth, five more than 
are graduating in Minneapolis, 
UMD at present trains more people 
in industrial arts than any other school 
in the state. More than half of the stu-
dents go into well.paying jobs in indus-
try, and others into education. 
The choice of subject matter is wide 
in the field of Industrial Arts. Along 
with the usual welding, electricity, and 
woodworking, courses in plastics, leath-
ercraft, upholstering, and crafts are also 
offered. The latter are popular electives 
for non-majors. 
NEW EVERY DAY 
Everything is new and different 
every day in the home economics de-
partment, The field changes frequently 
because new inventions, processes and 
ideas affect use of fabrics, materials, 
equipment and methods. 
This year UMD has more than 60 
majors in home economics, and the num-
ber advances each year. The six seniors 
in the department were courted by 50 
job inquiries, most of them for teaching. 
Men have found their way into the 
department, too. About 50 of them have 
chosen home econo:mics courses as elec. 
tives this year in such areas as cooking 
and home furnishings. 
For the student teachers in home 
economics next year, the procedure will 
be different from previous years, and 
fr.om other departments• The student 
will block her practice teaching, going 
into an approved community for the first 
four weeks of a quarter and spending a 
full day in the school. All her other 
classes will be blocked into the six 
weeks of the quarter she spends on cam-
pus. 
By this method, she gains experience 
in many areas within the community and 
school that she would miss if she taught 
as usual only one class in the approved 
area schools. Thus she will be able to 
gain a complete picture of the whole 
school day and the duties of the home 
economics teacher. 
We want you to know that 
we appreciate your trade, 
1 E. Sup, St,, Duluth, Minn. 
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Bob Stickney, ace runner 
and all around_ Sportsman, 
Says: 
Treat yourself to a Pendleton Topper, 
for the tops in casual campus wear. 
Buy it at Wahl's." 
$17.50 
See our matching men's and women's styles. 
I 
mal w h I 113-119 






DIAL RA 2-3355 
230 E. 1st St., Duluth 2, Minn. 
Professor Reddy Kilowatt says: 
FUR THE BEST 
·IN MODERN LIVING I I I 
GO ALL-ELECTRIC 
_MINNESOTA 
POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
UMD Statesman 
' THE NEW YORK LIFE AGENT 
ON YOUR CAMPUS 
IS A GOOD MAN TO KNOW 
• • • 
JOHN w I TOSCAS 
1010 TORREY BLDG RA 2-3975 
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~------------------------------------------------------------· , . -, -
- -·summer Job 
- -: (IN YOUR LOCALITY) : 
, -
- -: Excellent opportun ity, wi th 55 year old company, for college : 
: students who must ea rn $1000 in ten weeks summer vaca- : 
: tion . Earn your tuition and have plenty left over for next : 
, term. ' 




I RA 2-5811 326 West First Street 
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be CARE FREE 
but never ·cAREL~SS 
Sport coats should be casual, relaxed c:md free ..• 
yet their informal look must neve r be carried to careless-
ness in detail or to a rumpled, fo rmless look. 
When you ~ee oor newest sport coa ts, you' ll agree 
the problem has been solved . . . with your comfort 
and appearance in mind. Fabrics are rich and full . 
styling is neat and trim, rela xed but still dignified. 
In handsome new black-blended Charred Tones. 
$27.50 ·to $75 
dk,IB16 IDu H 
222 WEST SUPERIOR STREET 











COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC CO. 
CONTRACTORS 
INDUSTRIAL and RESIDENTIAL WIRING MOTOR REPAIRS 
120 Nortli 1st Avenue West Phone RA 2-6618 Duluth 2, Minn. 




UMD STUDENT CENTER BUILDING 
"We Build for Tomorrow by Our Service Today" 
405 East Superior Street Duluth, Minnesota 
CLEARANCE SALE 
T-Shirts -- Sweat Shirts 
1 Trade Books - Out of Print Text Books 
' 
t Stuffed Animals - Slide Rules 
Drawing Sets - Brief Cases 
College Emblem Jewelry 
15%-25%-50%-75% 
Off Regular Price 
your CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
_, . ··i, 
It~-' 
. ...... ..:. 
You'll Always Find Style First at 
-,. -, .. 
:_ , .• :;X . 
A Man Who is as 
,,. 
···Smart as He Looks .. 
. . . always buys his clothing where· style 
an~ quality are foremost considerations. 
In Duluth, Cook's has brought so many 
young ,men to the threshold of success ... 
You, too, will be wise to make Cook• s 
your fashion counsellors. 
s 
